Synopsis – The Story About the Dragon that Could not Blow Fire!
This story about a dragon that could not blow fire is a beautifully illustrated book with an
encouraging message of how magic it can be when someone is listening to us from their heart
when we are in pain. A simple but strong story where the art of listening is woven into a story
that touches both children and adults.
”Tekshek is very sad as he has discovered that he has lost his ability to breathe fire. This is
something that every dragon, small and big, can do, so he is very upset. His family and friends
do everything they can think of to help him, they give him advice, feel pity for him, encourage
him, question him and comfort him but still there is no fire. Nobody seems to be able to help
him. Not until he meets someone who know the ”secret code”.

This story is a the result of several bedtime stories told over several months, where
imagination, real stories from daily life, and understanding about the importance of listening
have been connected and interwoven.
The book is particularly suited for children between the agers of 3 – 7. However it can very
well be used with older children and in groups of childen as it contains guidance questions and
ideas for discussion.
The illustrations by Maria Tison-Larsson are beautiful and strengthen the message of the book.
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